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C++ Stream:- 

 
I/O system in c++ design to work with variety of devices including terminals, disk, 

and tape drive. Although each device is very different the i/o system supplies and 
interface to the programmer i.e. independent of the actual device being accessed this 

interface is known as stream. 
        In C++, I/O (input/output) occurs in streams of bytes. A stream is simply a 

sequence of bytes.  Input streams receive bytes from one device (a file on a hard 
disk, the keyboard, or some other input device),while Output streams send a 
sequence of bytes to a device (the display, 

a file on the hard disk, the printer, etc.). 
 

 
 
 Extract from 

 Input stream 

 

 

 Insertion into  

 Output stream 

 

 

       

 
  

Any additional meaning or structure these bytes may have is imposed by the 
program.  C++ provides both "low-level" and "high-level" ways for manipulating 

streams.  Low level commands simply specify the number of bytes to be received 
from or sent to the stream.  High level I/O, also known as formatted I/O, allows the 
programmer to to consider the bytes in the stream as grouped into meaningful units 

reprsenting ints, floats, chars, strings, etc. 
 

 
 
 

Input device Input Stream 

     Program 

Output device Output Stream 

a) C++ Streams, Stream classes 
b) Unformatted I/O operations 

c) Formatted I/O operations 
d) Manipulators 

e) Opening and closing file 
f) File modes 

g) Updating file 
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C++ Stream Classes:-    
 

 
                                         

 
    Fig. stream classes for console i/o operation 

 
The c++ i/o system contains a hierarchy of classes that are used to define various streams to 
deal with both the console and disk files. These classes are called stream classes. The 
above fig shows the hierarchy of classes that are used for input and output operations with 
the console unit this file should be included in the iostream.h header file. 
ios is the base class for istream (input stream) and ostream (output stream) which are the 
base clases for iostream  (input/output stream). The ios class provides the basic support for 
unformatted and formatted I/O operations. 
 

Unformatted I/O Operation:- 
Overloaded operators >> and <<:- 
You are already familiar with one input stream and one output stream:  cin is an input 
stream, while cout is an output stream. 
The left shift operator (<<) is overloaded to designate stream output and is called stream insertion operator. 

The right shift operator (>>) is overloaded to designate stream input and is called stream extraction operator.  

These operators used with the standard stream object (and with other user defined stream 
objects) is listed below: 

For file processing C++ uses  the following classes: 
 Stream input and Output program example: 

#include <iostream.h> 

void main(void) 
{ 

int p, q, r; 

  
cout << "Enter 3 integers separated by space: \n"; 
cin>>p>>q>>r; 

// the >> operator skips whitespace characters such as tabs,  

// blank space and newline.  When eof is encountered, zero (false) is returned.  
cout<<"Sum of the "<<p<<","<<q<<" and "<<r<<" is = "<<(p+q+r)<<endl;  

} 

   ios 

     istream      ostream 

istream with 

assign 

     iostream 

istream with 

assign 

istream with 

assign 

streambuf 
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get () and Put() :- 

get() is a member of istream class  and is used to read single character from the 

input device. Put() is a member of ostream class and is used to display single 
character on to the screen. Both functions supports whitespaces character including 

blankspaces, tabs and newline character. 
Get() devided into three parts… 

 1. get with no arguments inputs one character 
     while((c=cin.get())!=EOF) cout.put(c); 
 2. get with a character argument stores in it the next character from the 

     input stream 
     cin.get(c); 

 3. get with three arguments: a character array, a size limit, and a delimiter    
(default '\n'). 

      cin.get(buffer,size) 
     getline: like the third version of get 

      cin.getline(buffer,size); 
      eof: cin.eof() is true when end-of-file is encountered. 
      read: inputs into a character array a designated number of characters 

       cin.read(buffer,20); 
1) put: cout.put(c); 
//program of no. of character with in function using get() and put() 

#include<iostream.h> 

void main() 

{ 

 Char c; 

 int count=0; 

 cout<<”Enter the string” 

 cin.get(c); 

  while(c!=’\n’) 

  { 

  Cout.put(c); 

  Count++; 

  Cin.get(c); 

  } 

Cout<<”the no of characters are “<<count; 

getch(); 

} 

 

getline() and write():- 

we can read and display a line of text more efficiently using getline() and write(). The 
getline reads a line of text that ends with a new line character this function can be 

used with the object as follows. Syntax: 

 

 

 

the write function is used to print a whole line on console unit. Syntax: 

                    

   

 

 

Cin . getline(var_name,size of variables); 

Cout . write(var_name , size of var) 
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#include<iostream.h> 
Void main() 
{ 
 int size =20; 
 char line[20]; 
 cout<<”Enter a line:”; 
 cin.getline(line,size); 
             cout.write(line,size); 
} 
 

 

Formatted i/o operation:- 
C++ uses a number of features that could be used for formatting the output these features 
include 
1) ios class functionand flags 
2) manipulators 
3) user defined output function 
 

Format required Flag Bit-Field 

Left-Justified output Ios::left Ios::adjustifield 

Right-justified output Ios::right Ios::adjustified 

Padding after sign or base 
indicater (cxm.+##30) 

Ios::internal Ios::adjustified 

Scientific notation Ios::scientific Ios floatfield 

Fixed point notation Ios::fixed Ios floatfield 

Decimal base Ios::dec Ios::basefield 

Octal base Ios::oct Ios::basefield 

Hexadecimal base Ios::hex Ios::basefield 

 

In C++, there are 2 related but conceptually different ways to format data. One is by 
setting various format status flags defined inside the ios class or by calling ios 

member functions, and the other is by using special functions called stream 
manipulators that can be included as part of an I/O expression. 
I. The following lists the flags available in the ios class, their interpretations, and 

examples, using a variable 'x':  
Flags Interpretation/Example 

1.)  skipws discard leading white-space characters when reading input 
cin >> setiosflags(ios::skipws) >> x; 

2.)  left left-justify the display of the next item in the output stream 
cout << setiosflags(ios::left) << x; 

3.)  right right-justify the display of the next item in the output stream 

cout << setiosflags(ios::right) << x; 

4.)  internal pad the following numeric value with spaces inserted between any sign or base 

character, and display the sign left-justified and the magnitude right-justified 
cout << setiosflags(ios::internal) << x; 

5.)  dec display or read the next value in base 10 

cout << setiosflags(ios::dec) << x; 

cin >> setiosflags(ios::dec) >> x; 

6.)  oct display or read the next value in base 8 
cout << setiosflags(ios::oct) << x; 

cin >> setiosflags(ios::dec) >> x; 
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7.)  hex display or read the next value in base 16 
cout << setiosflags(ios::hex) << x; 

cin >> setiosflags(ios::hex) >> x; 

8.)  showbase show the base of the next numeric value(e.g., 1F as 0x1F) 
cout << setiosflags(ios::showbase) << x; 

9.)  uppercase display the characters in the following value in uppercase 
cout << setiosflags(ios::uppercase) << x; 

10.)  showpos precede the display of the next value with a '+' sign 

cout << setiosflags(ios::showpos) << x; 

11.)  scientific show the following floating-point value in scientific notation 

cout << setiosflags(ios::scientific) << x; 

12.)  fixed display the following value as floating-point, even if fraction is 0 (zero) 
cout << setiosflags(ios::fixed) << x; 

13.)  unitbuf flush the C++ I/O system after each output operation 
cout << setiosflags(ios::unitbuf) << x; 

14.)  boolalpha display the following boolean value // not yet supported in the ios class 
cout << setiosflags(ios::boolalpha) << x; 

II. Format flags can also be set using the setf( ) function, which is a member 

function of the ios class, as in:  
main( ) 

{ 
cout.setf(ios::hex); 

cout.setf(ios::showbase);               // or cout.setf(ios::hex | ios::showbase); 

cout << 100;                                    // displays 0x64 

} 

III. format flags can also be set using an overloaded form of the setf( ) function, 
as in the following example, which sets showpos and showpoint, and then 

resets both flags and sets showpoint again:  
format: long setf(long flags1, long flags2); (flag2's are cleared, then flag1's are set if they also  
appeared in flags2) 

main( ) 
{ 

cout.setf(ios::showpos | ios::showpoint); // set both flags 
cout << 10.00 << '\n';     
// displays +10.000000 

cout.setf(ios::showpoint, ios::showpos | ios::showpoint); // clear showpoint and showpos, and  
// then reset showpoint 

cout << 10.00 // showpos = 0, showpoint = 1  display 10.000000 
} 

IV. Format flags can be cleared using the unsetf( ) member function of the ios 

class. this function will clear  
the designated flags and return the value of the flags prior to being reset, as a 

'long' value: 
main( ) 

{ 
cout.setf(ios::uppercase | ios::scientific); 
cout << 100.12; // displays 1.0012E+02 

cout.unsetf(ios::uppercase);                    // clear the 'uppercase' flag 
cout << '\n' << 100.12; // displays 1.0012e+02 

} 
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V. All default format flags associated with a stream can be set simultaneously 
using the flags( ) function in the ios class. The following example constructs a 
flag mask that turns on showpos, showbase, oct, and right. For most 

implementations, these flags have the values 0x0400, 0x0080, 0x0020, and 
0x0004, which when added together produce the value 0x04A4 used in the 

example program below:  
#include<iostream.h> 

main( ) 
{ 
long f = 0x04A4; 

cout.flags(f); 

… 

} 

VI. Manipulators:- 

C++ also has some parameterized stream manipulators are the special function 
are used to format o/p which are already defined with in the file iomanip.h . 
We can design our own manipulators or certain own purpose the general form of 

creating a manipulatr is. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

//program of manipulators 

#include<iostream.h> 

#include<iomanip.h> 
int main() 

{ 
Cout.setf(ios::showpoint); 
Cout<<setw(5)<<”\n”<<setw(15)<<”inverse of n”<<set(15)<<sum of terms \n\n”; 

double term,sum=0; 
for(int n=1;n<=10;n++) 

{ 
  term=1.0/float(n); 

sum=sum+term; 

 
cout<<setw(5)<<n<<setw(14)<<setprecision(4)<<setiosflags(ios::scientific) 

<<term<<setw(13)<<reetiosflags(ios::scientific)<<sum<<endl; 
 } 

} 

 

The header file iomanip provides set of function called manipulator.the class ios 

provides following manipulators. 
1.)  setw set the display width of the following value 

cout << setw(4) << x; 

2.)  setiosflags set the flags in the ios class according to the parameters 
cout << setiosflags(ios::fixed | ios::showpoint); 

cin >> setiosflags(ios::ws | ios::dec); 

 

Ostream &manipulators name(ostream &output) 

{ 

 ----------------- 

      Return output; 

} 
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3.)  setprecision set the display precision of the next value 
cout << setprecision(2); 

4.)  setfill fill all white spaces with the character argument cout << setfill('a'); 

5.)  resetiosflags turn off the flags specified in the parameter (input, output) 
cout << resetiosflags(ios::showpos | ios::showpoint); 

cin >> resetiosflags(ios::ws | ios::hex); 

6.)  setbase set the base specified in the parameter 

cout << setbase(16); 
 
 

Classes for File Stream Operation:- 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Iostream.h 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Fstream.h 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

The I/O system of c++ contains a set of classes that define the file handling methosa. 
These include ifstream,ofstream and fstream. 

streambuf 

   ios 

     
istream 

     
ostream 

ifstream 

     

iostream 

ofstream fstream 

 

fstreambuf 

filebuf 
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The classes are derivrd from fstreambase class and the corresponsding iostrean class 
as shown in fig. 

These classes designed to manage the disk files ,are declared in fstream and 
therefore we must include this file in any program that used files. 

Filebuf:- its purpose is to set the file buffers to read and write containts constant 
used in the open() of file stream clases also contain close() and open() as members. 
Fstreambase:- 

Provides operations common to the file stream and ofstream class contains open() 
and close() fuctions. 

Ifstream:- 
Provided input operations contains open() with default input mode inherits the 

functions get(),getline(),read(),seekg()and tellg()from istream 
Ofstream:- 

Provides output operations contains open() with defaults output mode inherits 
put(),seekp() and tellp() write() function from ostream. 
Fstream:- 

Provides simultaneous input and output operations contains open() with default input 
mode inherits all the functions from istream and ostream classes through iostream. 

 

Opening and closing a file:- 
If you want to use a disk file ,we need to decide the following things about the file 
and its intended. 

1) The name and path of the file that we want to open. 
2) Operation should be performed on file i.e. read/write data in the file 

3) From above decision ,the mode can be decided to open the file. 
 

To create a file stream use the classes ifstream, ofstream and fstream that are 
contained in header file fstream.h 

Whether we want to read data from the file or write data to it. A file can be opened 
intwo ways. 

 

1)Using constructor function of a class 
2)Using member function open() of  class 

 
1) First method is useful when operations on one file and second is useful when 

operations on  multiple files. 
 

 
Opening file using constructor:- 
We know that a constructor is used to initialize an object while it is being created 

here. file name is used to initialize the file stream object. this involves following steps. 
1) Creating a file stream object to manage the stream using the appropriate class. 

that is to say, the class ofstream is used to create the output stream and the 
class ifstream to create input stream. 

2) Initialize the file object with the desired file name. 
 

e.g. ofstream   outfile(”result”);           //output only 
 
this creates outfile as an ofstream object that manages the output stream.this 

object can be any valid c++ name such as o_file, myfile or fout.  
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Similarly, the following statements declares infile as an ifstream data for reading 
(input). 

ifstream  infile(“data”); //input only 
The program may contain statement like: 

Outfile<<”total”;                     Outfile<<sum; 
Infile>>number;                    Infile>>string; 
 

Closing a file:- 
The connection with a file is closed automatically when the stream object 
expires(when program terminates) in the above statement,when the program 1 is 
terminated ,salary file is disconnected from the outfile stream. 

e.g. outfile.close(); 
 

Using member function open() of class:- 
The open() can be used to open multiple files that use the same stream object. E.g. 

we may want to process a set of filed sequentially in such cases,we may create a 
single stream object and use it ot open each file in turn this is done as follows. 

 
 

 
 

e.g. ofstream outfile;             //create stream 
outfile.open(“data1”);            //connect stream to data1 file  

…………………………………. 
Outfile.close();                       //disconnect data1 
Outfile.open(“data2”);            //connect to file data2 

………………………………… 
outfile.close();                            // disconnect the data2 

 
 

#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 

#include<fstream.h> 
int main() 
{ 

       clrscr(); 
 ofstream outf("item");      //connect to file item 

 
 cout<<"Enter titem name:"; 

 char name[30]; 
 cin>>name;                  //get name from keyboard 

 
 outf<<name<<"\n";          //write file item 
 

 cout<<"enter item cost:"; 
 float cost; 

 cin>>cost; 
 

 outf<<cost<<"\n";                //write into file "item" 
 outf.close(); 

file_stream_class       stream_object; 

stream_object . open(“filename”); 
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 ifstream inf("item");             //read from file "item" 

 inf>>name; 
 inf>>cost; 

 cout<<"\n"; 
 cout<<"item name:"<<name<<"\n"; 
 cout<<"item cost:"<<cost<<"\n"; 

 
 inf.close(); 

 return 0; 
} 

 
Creating a Sequential Access File :- 

 There is no "standard" C++ file structure; programmers must design file 
formats to meet the needs of their applications  

o ofstream object created for output (stream/logical file name)  

 open( ) member function requires two arguments: physical filename 
and file open mode  

 physical file name is a string in the form the OS can accept – but 
note \\ must be used instead of single backslash  

 file open modes for an ofstream object  

ofstream ios enumerators 

Mode Description 

ios::app Write all output to the end of file (even if file position pointer 
is moved with seekp) 

ios::ate Open a file for output and move to the end of the file (normally 
used to append data to a file, but data can be written anywhere 

in the file 

ios::in The original file (if it exists) will not be truncated 

ios::out Open a file for output (default for ofstream objects) 

ios::trunc Discard the file's contents if it exists (this is also the default 
action for ios::out, if ios::ate, ios::app, or ios::in are not 

specified) 

ios::binary Opens the file in binary mode (the default is text mode) 

o these enumerators can be combined with the bitwise OR operator ( | )  

o overloaded ! operator returns non-zero (true) if either the failbit or badbit is 
set for the stream as a result of the open operation  

o extraction operator >> on cin returns 0 when eof has been encountered, so 
loop terminates  

o insertion operator << on outClientFile writes formatted output to the object 
(which will accept any stream format manipulators)  

o outClientFile is destroyed (destructor is invoked) either explicitly by close 

member function, or implicitly when it goes out of scope 
 result is a standard text file (clients.dat) that can be read by any text editor (try 

Notepad, for example)  

 
Reading Data from a Sequential Access File 

 Data can be read from a sequential file by creating an ifstream object  

 File open modes for an ifstream object:  
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ifstream ios enumerators 

Mode Description 

ios::in The file is opened for input (default) 

ios::binary Opens the file in binary mode (the default is text mode) 

o constructor used to instantiate and open the file  

o extraction operator >> returns 0 on eof  
 programs normally start reading from the beginning of a file, and read data 

consecutively until desired data is found  
 file position pointers are maintained by the OS to indicate the byte number of 

the next byte in the file to be read/written; depending on the type of file, either 
a "get" pointer (input), "put" pointer (output), or both are maintained  

 the file position pointer can be manipulated with member functions:  
o seekg( n );     // move to nth byte of ifstream object  
o seekp( n );     // move to nth byte of ofstream object  

 for above member functions, it is assumed n is the offset from the beginning of 
the file; can specify:  

o ios::beg        // from the beginning (default)  
o ios::cur         // from the current position  

o ios::end        // from the end of the file  
 example: to move the file position pointer to the end of the file, use:  

seekp( 0, ios::end ); 
 can also obtain current position of file position pointer with tellg or tellp  
 See accesssf.cpp (menu-driven sequential file read/rewind)  

o eof member function used to test for eof  
o clear member function used to reset eof bit for next input  

o seekg member function used to "rewind" to beginning of file  
 

Updating Sequential Access Files:- 
 

 Sequential access files are usually written with formatted output – just as it 
would be to the console, in ASCII text  

 The length of each "field" depends on the length of the ASCII string formatted 
to contain its value: 123.45 is 6 bytes long, whereas 1000 is only four bytes  

 One implication is that sequential files cannot be "updated in place" by 
overwriting a filed with new data, since the new data would need to be exactly 

as long as the data it replaces  
 Updating of sequential files in batch processing applications involves the 

creating of a new file into which records are copied or updated:  
Random-access Files 

 Since istream and ostream classes contain member functions to move the file 

position pointers to read from or write to a specific byte, we could use these for 
random (direct) access, if we knew the byte number of the data we wished to 

input or output. This could be done by:  
o Maintaining a separate index of the location of each data item in the file  

o Converting a key field in a record to a specific location (hashing)  
o Using fixed length records to hold data, one of which is a key field that 

contains (or is directly convertible to) a specific file location  
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 The last of these alternatives is the simplest to implement. For example, 
consider a file that can hold 100 records, each of which is 60 bytes long, and 

each of which has a key field that contains the record number (1-100):  

 
 Given a record number n, we could determine the byte b at which it begins in 

the file by the formula: b = (n - 1) * 60  

 In general, using this "direct access" scheme, we can determine the beginning 
byte of any record in a fixed-record size file with record length l by: b = (n - 1) 

* l  
 Knowing this byte number, we can use seekg or seekp to move the file 

position pointer to the correct byte to directly read from or write to the file,  

 
Writing Data Randomly to a Random-access File 

 One requirement of the above-described scheme is that each record must have 
the same length. This cannot be accomplished by writing data to a file with the 

stream insertion operator (<<), which writes formatted data – the integer value 
98 will occupy two bytes, while 98765 will require five bytes  

 Instead, we will use the write member function of the ofstream class to write 
unformatted (raw) data, using the same byte representation as is used for data 

in internal memory; for example, if ints are represented in four bytes in 
memory, they will be written to the file in that representation, in four bytes. Its 

syntax:  
 
  

The first argument must be the address of a byte in memory from which to begin 
outputting from, so the reinterpret_cast operator is used to convert the address of 

any value to the address of a char; the second argument is the number of  bytes to 
output, which is obtained by using the sizeof operator  

 To implement the above random-access file scheme, the file must first be 
created by writing to it blank records of the appropriate size, thus creating a file 

of sufficient size to hold the desired number of records  
 A record will be implemented as a (fixed-size) struct, whose members will be 

the fields in the record  

 Once the file has been created, to write a record to it we must:  
1. obtain the record number  

2. determe the location in the file (byte number) the record should be 
written to  

3. use seekp to move the file position pointer to this location  
4. use write to output the record  

 
Reading Data Randomly from a Random-access File 

 Unformatted data cannot be read from a file with the stream extraction 

operator (>>), which inputs only formatted data  
 Instead we will use the read member function of the ifstream class to read 

unformatted data directly into memory; its syntax is the same as write:  
 

 
 Note that cast is to char *, not const char *  

 To read a record, we must:  

write((const char *) ( &value ),sizeof( value )); 

 

read((char *) ( &value ),sizeof( value )); 
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1. obtain the record number desired to be read  
2. determine the location in the file (byte number) the record should be read 

from  
3. use seekg to move the file position pointer to this location  

4. use read to input the record  
 

 

 

// tranproc.cpp 
// Transaction processing program example 
 
#include <iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <iomanip.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
 
class clientData             // the "record" format 
{ 
   int accountNumber;         // key field 
   char lastName[ 15 ];       // other data 

   char firstName[ 10 ]; 
   double balance; 

}; 
 

int enterChoice(); 
void textFile( fstream& ); 

void updateRecord( fstream& ); 
void newRecord( fstream& ); 
void deleteRecord( fstream& ); 
void outputLine( ostream&, const clientData & ); 
int getAccount( const char * const ); 
 
enum Choices { TEXTFILE = 1, UPDATE, NEW, DELETE, END }; 
 

int main() 

{ 
      clrscr(); 

      // note: fstream object, both input and output 
   fstream inOutCredit( "c:\\credit.dat", ios::in | ios::out | ios::binary ); 

 
   if ( !inOutCredit ) 

   {  cerr << "File could not be opened." << endl; 
      system("PAUSE"); 

      exit ( 1 ); 
   } 

 
   int choice; 

 
   while ( ( choice = enterChoice() ) != END ) 

   { 
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      switch ( choice ) 
      { 
  case TEXTFILE:                      // create a text file to print 
     textFile( inOutCredit ); 
     break; 
  case UPDATE:                        // update a record 
     updateRecord( inOutCredit ); 

     break; 
  case NEW:                           // add a record 

     newRecord( inOutCredit ); 
     break; 
  case DELETE:                        // remove a record 
     deleteRecord( inOutCredit ); 
     break; 
  default: 
     cerr << "Incorrect choice\n"; 
     break; 
      } 
      inOutCredit.clear();  // resets end-of-file indicator 
   } 
   inOutCredit.close(); 
   cout << endl; 
   system("PAUSE"); 

   getch(); 

   return 0; 
} 

 
// Prompt for and input menu choice 

int enterChoice() 
{ 

   cout << "\nEnter your choice" << endl 
 << "1 - store a formatted text file of accounts\n" 

 << "    called \"print.txt\" for printing\n" 
 << "2 - update an account\n" 

 << "3 - add a new account\n" 
 << "4 - delete an account\n" 

 << "5 - end program\n? "; 
 

   int menuChoice; 
   cin >> menuChoice; 
   return menuChoice; 

} 
 

// Create formatted text file for printing 
void textFile( fstream &readFromFile ) 

{ 
   ofstream outPrintFile( "c:\\print.txt", ios::out ); 

 
   if ( !outPrintFile ) 

   {  cerr << "Print file could not be opened." << endl; 
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      system("PAUSE"); 
      exit( 1 ); 
   } 
 
   outPrintFile << setiosflags( ios::left ) << setw( 10 ) 
       << "Account" << setw( 16 ) << "Last Name" << setw( 11 ) 
       << "First Name" << resetiosflags( ios::left ) 

       << setw( 10 ) << "Balance" << endl; 
   readFromFile.seekg( 0 );      // start at the beginning 

 
   clientData client; 
   readFromFile.read((char *)&client,sizeof( clientData ) ); 
 
   while ( !readFromFile.eof() ) 
   { 
      if ( client.accountNumber != 0 )          // skip empty records  
  outputLine( outPrintFile, client ); 
 
      readFromFile.read((char *)&client,sizeof( clientData ) ); 
   } 
} 
 
// Update an account's balance 

void updateRecord( fstream &updateFile ) 

{ 
   int account = getAccount( "Enter account to update" ); 

 
   updateFile.seekg( ( account - 1 ) * sizeof( clientData ) ); 

 
   clientData client; 

   updateFile.read((char *)&client,sizeof( clientData ) ); 
 

   if ( client.accountNumber != 0 ) 
   { 

      outputLine( cout, client ); 
      cout << "\nEnter charge (+) or payment (-): "; 

 
      double transaction;   // charge or payment 

      cin >> transaction;   // should validate 
      client.balance += transaction; 
      outputLine( cout, client ); 

      updateFile.seekp( ( account-1 ) * sizeof( clientData ) ); 
      updateFile.write((const char *)&client,sizeof( clientData ) ); 

   } 
   else 

      cerr << "Account #" << account 
    << " has no information." << endl; 

} 
 

// Create and insert new record 
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void newRecord( fstream &insertInFile ) 
{ 
   int account = getAccount( "Enter new account number" ); 
 
   insertInFile.seekg( ( account-1 ) * sizeof( clientData ) ); 
 
   clientData client; 

   insertInFile.read( (char *)&client ,sizeof( clientData ) ); 
 

   if ( client.accountNumber == 0 )    // make sure record is empty 
   { 
      cout << "Enter lastname, firstname, balance\n? "; 
      cin >> client.lastName >> client.firstName 
   >> client.balance; 
      client.accountNumber = account; 
      insertInFile.seekp( ( account - 1 ) * 
     sizeof( clientData ) ); 
      insertInFile.write((const char *)&client,sizeof( clientData ) ); 
   } 
   else 
      cerr << "Account #" << account 
    << " already contains information." << endl; 
} 

 

// Delete an existing record 
void deleteRecord( fstream &deleteFromFile ) 

{ 
   int account = getAccount( "Enter account to delete" ); 

 
   deleteFromFile.seekg( (account-1) * sizeof( clientData ) ); 

 
   clientData client; 

   deleteFromFile.read((char *)&client,sizeof( clientData ) ); 
 

   if ( client.accountNumber != 0 )       // make sure record exists  
   { 

      clientData blankClient = { 0, "", "", 0.0 }; 
 

      deleteFromFile.seekp( ( account - 1) * 
       sizeof( clientData ) ); 
      deleteFromFile.write((const char *)&blankClient,sizeof( clientData ) ); 

      cout << "Account #" << account << " deleted." << endl; 
   } 

   else 
      cerr << "Account #" << account << " is empty." << endl; 

} 
 

// Output a line of client information 
void outputLine( ostream &output, const clientData &c ) 

{ 
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   output << setiosflags( ios::left ) << setw( 10 ) 
   << c.accountNumber << setw( 16 ) << c.lastName 
   << setw( 11 ) << c.firstName << setw( 10 ) 
   << setprecision( 2 ) << resetiosflags( ios::left ) 
   << setiosflags( ios::fixed | ios::showpoint ) 
   << c.balance << '\n'; 
} 

 
// Get an account number from the keyboard 

int getAccount( const char * const prompt ) 
{ 
   int account; 
 
   do 
   {  cout << prompt << " (1 - 100): "; 
      cin >> account; 
   } while ( account < 1 || account > 100 ); 
 
   return account; 
} 
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